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Baryon Number Asymmetry in SM

• Within the SM: 
‣ CP violation in quark sector not sufficient to explain the observed matter-

antimatter asymmetry of the Universe
• CP phase in quark sector:

 
‣ effects of CP violation suppressed by small quark mixing

• Various Baryogenesis mechanisms (see Babu’s talk)
• neutrino masses open up a new possibility
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Thus the charged current interaction in the mass eigenstates reads,

LW =
g!
2
U

!
LUCKM!µD!

LWµ + h.c. , (1.62)

where U !
L " V u

L UL and D!
L " V d

L DL are the mass eigenstates, and UCKM "
V u

L (V d
L )† is the CKM matrix. For three families of fermions, the unitary

matrix K can be parameterized by three angles and six phases. Out of
these six phases, five of them can be reabsorbed by redefining the wave
functions of the quarks. There is hence only one physical phase in the CKM
matrix. This is the only source of CP violation in the SM. It turns out that
this particular source is not strong enough to accommodate the observed
matter-antimatter asymmetry. The relevant e!ects can be parameterized
by [21],
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where #CP is the suppression factor due to CP violation in the SM. Since
CP violation vanishes when any two of the quarks with equal charge have
degenerate masses, a naive estimate gives the e!ects of CP violation of the
size
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Here the proportionality constant J is the usual Jarlskog invariant, which
is a parameterization independent measure of CP violation in the quark
sector. Together with the fact that ACP is of mass (thus temperature)
dimension 12, this leads to the following value for #CP , which is a dimen-
sionless quantity,

#CP #
ACP

T 12
C

# 10"20 , (1.65)

and TC is the temperature of the electroweak phase transition. The baryon
number asymmetry due to the phase in the CKM matrix is therefore of
the order of B % 10"28, which is too small to account for the observed
B % 10"10.

In MSSM, there are new sources of CP violation due to the presence of
the soft SUSY breaking sector. The superpotential of the MSSM is given
by,

W = µĤ1Ĥ2 + huĤ2Q̂ûc + hdĤ1Q̂d̂c + heĤ1L̂êc . (1.66)

The soft SUSY breaking sector has the following parameters:
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too small to account for the observed

Leptogenesis
Fukugita, Yanagida, 1986

[For a review, see e.g. M.-C. C. TASI 2006 Lectures on 
Leptogenesis, hep-ph/0703087]



Leptogenesis

• Implemented in the context of seesaw mechanism
• out-of-equilibrium decays of RH neutrinos produce primordial lepton number 

asymmetry

• sphaleron process convert ∆L → ∆B
• the asymmetry 
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Fukugita, Yanagida, 1986

Luty, 1992; Covi, Roulet, Vissani, 1996; Flanz et al, 1996; Plumacher, 1997; Pilaftsis, 1997
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Fig. 1.7. Diagrams in SM with RH neutrinos that contribute to the lepton number
asymmetry through the decays of the RH neutrinos. The asymmetry is generated due
to the interference of the tree-level diagram (a) and the one-loop vertex correction (b)
and self-energy (c) diagrams.

is generated due to the CP asymmetry that arises through the interference
of the tree level and one-loop diagrams, as shown in Fig. 1.7,
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In Fig. 1.7, the diagram (b) is the one-lop vertex correction, which gives
the term, f(x), in Eq. 1.89 after carrying out the loop integration,

f(x) =
$

x

'
1 " (1 + x) ln

(
1 + x

x

)*
. (1.90)

Diagram (c) is the one-loop self-energy. For |Mi " M1| % |!i " !1|, the
self-energy diagram gives the term

g(x) =

$
x

1 " x
, (1.91)

in Eq. 1.89. For hierarchical RH neutrino masses, M1 & M2, M3, the
asymmetry is then given by,

!1 # "
3

8#

1

(h"h†
")11

$

i=2,3

Im

%
(h"h†

")21i

&
M1

Mi
. (1.92)

Note that when Nk and Nj in the self-energy diagram (c) have near degen-
erate masses, there can be resonant enhancement in the contributions from
the self-energy diagram to the asymmetry. Such resonant e"ect can allow
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Buchmuller, Plumacher, 1998; Buchmuller, Di Bari, Plumacher, 2004

(k: inverse decay ∆L=1, scattering processes ∆L=1, 2)



Primordial ∆L from Heavy Neutrino Decay
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[Animation Credit: Michael Ratz]



Sphaleron Converting ∆L → ∆B
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[Animation Credit: Michael Ratz]



Bound on Light Neutrino Mass

• sufficient leptogenesis requires 
• bound on light neutrino mass
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stored in left-handed neutrinos get converted into a positive baryon number
by the electroweak anomaly. This negative lepton number !LL with re-
duced magnitude eventually equilibrates with the positive lepton number,
!LR when the temperature of the Universe drops to T ! TEW . Because
the equilibrating processes conserve both the baryon number B and the
lepton number L separately, they result in a Universe with a total positive
baryon number and a total positive lepton number. And hence a net baryon
number can be generated even with B = L = 0 initially.

Such small neutrino Dirac Yukawa couplings required to implement
Dirac leptogensis are realized in a SUSY model proposed in Ref. [32].

1.2.3. Gravitino Problem

For leptogenesis to be e"ective, as shown in Sec. 1.2.1.3, the mass of the
lightest RH neutrino has to be M1 > 2 " 109 GeV. Fig. 1.13 shows the
lower bound on the lightest RH neutrino mass as a function of the low
energy e"ective lightest neutrino mass, !m1 [28, 33]. If RH neutrinos are
produced thermally, the reheating temperature has to be greater than the

Fig. 1.13. Lower bound on the lightest RH neutrino mass, M1 (circles) and the initial
temperature, Ti (dotted line), for m1 = 0 and !CMB

B = 6!10!10. The red circles (solid
lines) denote the analytical (numerical) results. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
range (

p

!m2
sol,

p

!m2
atm). Figure taken from Ref. [28].
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1.2.1.3. Bounds on Neutrino Masses

In the case with strongly hierarchical right-handed neutrino masses, when
the asymmetry !1 due to the decay of the lightest right-handed neutrino,
N1, contribute dominantly to the total asymmetry, leptogenesis becomes
very predictive [1, 4, 27], provided that N1 decays at temperature T ! 1012

GeV. In particular, various bounds on the neutrino masses can be obtained.
For strongly hierarchyical masses, M1/M2 ! 1, there is an upper bound

on !1 [29], called the “Davidson-Ibarra” bound,

|!1| "
3

16"

M1(m3 # m2)

v2
$ !DI

1 , (1.112)

which is obtained by expanding !1 to leading order in M1/M2. Becuase
|m3 # m2| "

!
!m2

32 % 0.05 eV, a lower bound on M1 then follows,

M1 & 2 ' 109 GeV . (1.113)

This bound in turn implies a lower bound on the reheating temperature,
TRH , and is in conflict with the upper bound from gravitino over production
constraints if supersymmetry is incorporated. We will come back to this
in Sec. 1.2.3. One should note that, in the presence of degenerate light
neutrinos, the leading terms in an expansion of !1 in M1/M2 and M1/M3

vanish. However, the next to leading order terms do not vanish and in this
case one has [30],

|!1| " Max

"
!DI ,

M3
3

M1M2
2

#
. (1.114)

By requiring that there is no substantial washout e"ects, bounds on
light neutrino masses can be derived. To have significant amount of baryon
asymmetry, the e"ective mass $m1 defined in Eq. 1.94 cannot be too large.
Generally $m1 " 0.1 # 0.2 is required. As the mass of the lightest active
neutrino m1 " $m1, an upper bound on m1 thus ensues. By further requir-
ing the !L = 2 washout e"ects be consistent with successful leptogenesis
impose a bound on,

%
(m2

1 + m2
2 + m2

3) " (0.1 # 0.2) eV , (1.115)

which is of the same order as the bound on $m1. From these bounds, the
absolute mass scale of neutrino masses is thus known up to a factor of
% 3 to be in the range, 0.05 " m3 " 0.15 eV [4], if the observed baryonic
asymmetry indeed originates from leptogenesis through the decay of N1.

Buchmuller, Di Bari, 
Plumacher, 2005



Gravitino Problem

• Thermally produced RH neutrino N:
• high reheating temperature needed:

⇒    TRH > MR > 2 x 109 GeV

• over-production of light state: gravitinos

• For gravitinos LSP:  
• DM constraint from WMAP
• stringent bound on gluino mass for any given gravitino mass & TRH

• For unstable gravitinos:
• long life time
• decay during and after BBN ⇒ affect abundance of light elements
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Gravitino Problem

For light gravitino mass, 

BBN constraints                
⇒ TRH < 10(5-6) GeV 
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Figure 2: BBN constraints for the Case 1 at 95 % C.L. Each solid line shows upper bound
on the reheating temperature from D, 3He, 4He, 6Li, or 7Li. The dotted line is the upper
bound on the reheating temperature from the overclosure of the universe.

Figure 3: BBN constraints for the Case 2.

10

Kawasaki, Kohri, Moroi, 
Yotsuyanagi, 2008
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bound on the reheating temperature from the overclosure of the universe.

Figure 3: BBN constraints for the Case 2.

10

Kawasaki, Kohri, Moroi, 
Yotsuyanagi, 2008

Sufficient leptogenesis    

⇒  TRH > MR > 2 x 109 GeV

tension!



Alternatives: “Non-standard” Scenarios 

• Possible ways to avoid the tension:
• resonant enhancement in self-energy diagram ⇒ lowering MR, thus TRH

     ➔ resonant leptogenesis (near degenerate RH neutrinos)

Mu-Chun Chen, UC Irvine                                                       Leptogenesis                                                             Fermilab Project X Study, 06/18/201210

Pilaftsis, 1997

enhanced O(1) asymmetry possible if 
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right-handed neutrino masses (resonant leptogenesis); (ii) relaxing the rela-
tion between the lepton number asymmetry and the right-handed neutrino
mass (soft leptogenesis); (iii) relaxing the relation between the reheating
temperature and the right-handed neutrino mass (non-thermal leptogene-
sis). These scenarios are discussed below.

1.3.1. Resonant Leptogenesis

Recall that in the standard leptogenesis discussed in Sec. 1.2, contributions
to the CP asymmetry is due to the interference between the tree-level and
the one-loop diagrams, that include the vertex correction and self-energy
diagrams. It was pointed out in Ref. [39] that in the limit MNi ! MNj "
MNi , the self-energy diagrams dominate,

!Self

Ni
=

Im[(h!h†
!)ij ]2

(h!h†
!)ii(h!h†

!)jj

!
(M2

i ! M2
j )Mi!Nj

(M2
i ! M2

j )2 + M2
i !

2
Nj

"
. (1.128)

When the lightest two RH neutrinos have near degenerate masses, M2
1 !

M2
2 # !2

N2
, the asymmetry can be enhanced. To be more specific, CP

asymmetry of O(1) is possible, when

M1 ! M2 #
1

2
!N1,2 , assuming

Im(h!h†
!)212

(h!h†
!)11(h!h†

!)22
# 1 . (1.129)

Due to this resonant e"ect, the bound on the RH neutrino mass scale from
the requirement of generating su#cient lepton number asymmetry can be
significantly lower. It has been shown that su#cient baryogenesis can be
obtained even with M1,2 # TeV [40].

1.3.2. Soft Leptogenesis

CP violation in leptogenesis can arise in two ways: it can arise in decays,
which is the case in standard leptogenesis described in the previous section.
It can also arise in mixing. An example of this is the soft leptogenesis.
Recall that in the Kaon system, non-vanishing CP violation exists due to
the mismatch between CP eigenstates and mass eigenstates (for a review,
see for example, Ref. [41]). The CP eigenstates of the K0 system are
1!
2

#$$K0
%
±

$$K0%&
. The time evolution of the (K0, K

0
) system is described

by the following Schrödinger equation,

d

dt

'
K0

K
0

(

= H

'
K0

K
0

(

(1.130)
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Fig. 1.7. Diagrams in SM with RH neutrinos that contribute to the lepton number
asymmetry through the decays of the RH neutrinos. The asymmetry is generated due
to the interference of the tree-level diagram (a) and the one-loop vertex correction (b)
and self-energy (c) diagrams.

is generated due to the CP asymmetry that arises through the interference
of the tree level and one-loop diagrams, as shown in Fig. 1.7,
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In Fig. 1.7, the diagram (b) is the one-lop vertex correction, which gives
the term, f(x), in Eq. 1.89 after carrying out the loop integration,

f(x) =
$

x

'
1 " (1 + x) ln

(
1 + x

x

)*
. (1.90)

Diagram (c) is the one-loop self-energy. For |Mi " M1| % |!i " !1|, the
self-energy diagram gives the term

g(x) =

$
x

1 " x
, (1.91)

in Eq. 1.89. For hierarchical RH neutrino masses, M1 & M2, M3, the
asymmetry is then given by,

!1 # "
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(h"h†
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Im
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(h"h†

")21i

&
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Mi
. (1.92)

Note that when Nk and Nj in the self-energy diagram (c) have near degen-
erate masses, there can be resonant enhancement in the contributions from
the self-energy diagram to the asymmetry. Such resonant e"ect can allow

Recall: in standard leptogenesis: 

self-energy diagram dominate for near degenerate RH neutrino masses, M1,2

leptogenesis possible 
even for low M1,2

Pilaftsis, Underwood,  2003



Alternatives: “Non-standard” Scenarios 

• Possible ways to avoid the tension:
• relaxing relations between lepton number asymmetry and RH nu mass                
➔ soft leptogenesis (SUSY CP phases)

• relaxing relation between TRH and RH neutrino mass                                              
➔ non-thermal leptogenesis (non-thermal production of RH neutrinos)
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having the size of the natural SUSY breaking scale
!

!m2 " O(1) TeV, a
small value for B required by the resonance condition B " !1 " O(0.1)
GeV can be obtained.

1.3.3. Non-thermal Leptogenesis

The conflict between generating su"cient leptogenesis and not overly pro-
ducing gravitinos in thermal leptogenesis arises due to strong dependence
of the reheating temperature TR on the lightest RH mass, MR1 , in thermal
leptogenesis. This problem may be avoided if the relation between the re-
heating temperature and the lightest RH neutrino mass is loosened. This is
the case if the primordial RH neutrinos are produced non-thermally. One
possible way to have non-thermal leptogenesis is to generate the primordial
right-handed neutrinos through the inflaton decay [48].

Inflation solves the horizon and flatness problem, and it accounts for the
origin of density fluctuations. Assume that the inflaton decays dominantly
into a pair of lightest RH neutrinos, # # N1 +N1. For this decay to occur,
the inflaton mass m! has to be greater than 2M1. For simplicity, let us
also assume that the decay modes into N2,3 are energetically forbidden.
The produced N1 in inflaton decay then subsequently decays into H + !L

and H† + !†L. The out-of-equilibrium condition is automatically satisfied, if
TR < M1. The CP asymmetry is generated by the interference of tree level
and one-loop diagrams,

" = $
3

8#

M1

%H&2
m3$eff , (1.149)

where $eff is given in terms of the neutrino Yukawa matrix elements and
light neutrino masses as,

$eff =

Im
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13 + m2

m3
h2

12 + m1

m3
h2

11

#

$$h13

$$2 +
$$h12

$$2 +
$$h11

$$2
. (1.150)

Numerically, the asymmetry is given by [48],

" ' $2 ( 10!6

%
M1

1010 GeV

&%
m3

0.05 eV

&
$eff . (1.151)

The chain decays # # N1 +N1 and N1 # H + !L or H† + !†L reheat the
Universe producing not only the lepton number asymmetry but also the
entropy for the thermal bath. Taking such e$ects into account, the ratio of

Fuji, Hamaguchi, Yanagida, 2002Inflaton decay:

Boubekeur, 2002; Grossman, Kashti, Nir, Roulet, 2003; 
D’Ambrosio, Giudice, Raidal, 2003; 
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!!†
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into final states of the slepton doublet !L and the Higgs doublet H , or

the lepton doublet L and the Higgsino !H or their conjugates,
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Here the final states f = (!L H), (L !H) have lepton number +1, and f

denotes their conjugate, (!L† H†), (L !H), which have lepton number "1.
After carrying out the time integration, the total CP asymmetry is [42, 43],

" =

$
4!1B

!2
1 + 4B2

%
Im(A)

M1
#B"F (1.146)

where the additional factor #B"F takes into account the thermal e"ects
due to the di"erence between the occupation numbers of bosons and
fermions [44].

The final result for the baryon asymmetry is [42, 43],

nB

s
# "cs de!R " $ ,

# "1.48 $ 10"3" $ ,

# "(1.48 $ 10"3)

$
Im(A)

M1

%
R #B"F $ , (1.147)

where de!R in the first line is the density of the lightest sneutrino in equi-
librium in units of entropy density, and is given by, de!R = 45%(3)/(&4g#);
the factor cs, which characterizes the amount of B " L asymmetry being
converted into the baryon asymmetry YB, is defined in Eq. 1.57. The pa-
rameter $ is the e#ciency factor given in Sec. 1.2.1.2. The resonance factor
R is defined as the following ratio,

R %
4!1B

!2
1 + 4B2

, (1.148)

which gives a value equal to one when the resonance condition, !1 = 2|B|,
is satisfied, leading to maximal CP asymmetry. As !1 is of the order of
O(0.1 " 1) GeV, to satisfy the resonance condition, a small value for B &
!m is thus needed. Such a small value of B can be generated by some
dynamical relaxation mechanisms [45] in which B vanishes in the leading
order. A small value of B ' !m2/M1 is then generated by an operator#

d4'ZZ†N2
1 /M2

pl in the Kähler potential, where Z is the SUSY breaking
spurion field, Z = '2 !mMpl [43]. In a specific SO(10) model constructed
in Ref. [46, 47], it has been shown that with the parameter B$ %

(
BM1

A, B:  SUSY CP-violating phases
lose connection to neutrino oscillation

CP asymmetry in decay → standard leptogenesis
CP asymmetry in mixing → soft leptogenesis

Alternatives: “Non-standard” Scenarios 

• Possible ways to avoid the tension:
• relaxing relations between lepton number asymmetry and RH nu mass                
➔ soft leptogenesis (SUSY CP phases)

• relaxing relation between TRH and RH neutrino mass                                              
➔ non-thermal leptogenesis (non-thermal production of RH neutrinos)
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having the size of the natural SUSY breaking scale
!

!m2 " O(1) TeV, a
small value for B required by the resonance condition B " !1 " O(0.1)
GeV can be obtained.

1.3.3. Non-thermal Leptogenesis

The conflict between generating su"cient leptogenesis and not overly pro-
ducing gravitinos in thermal leptogenesis arises due to strong dependence
of the reheating temperature TR on the lightest RH mass, MR1 , in thermal
leptogenesis. This problem may be avoided if the relation between the re-
heating temperature and the lightest RH neutrino mass is loosened. This is
the case if the primordial RH neutrinos are produced non-thermally. One
possible way to have non-thermal leptogenesis is to generate the primordial
right-handed neutrinos through the inflaton decay [48].

Inflation solves the horizon and flatness problem, and it accounts for the
origin of density fluctuations. Assume that the inflaton decays dominantly
into a pair of lightest RH neutrinos, # # N1 +N1. For this decay to occur,
the inflaton mass m! has to be greater than 2M1. For simplicity, let us
also assume that the decay modes into N2,3 are energetically forbidden.
The produced N1 in inflaton decay then subsequently decays into H + !L

and H† + !†L. The out-of-equilibrium condition is automatically satisfied, if
TR < M1. The CP asymmetry is generated by the interference of tree level
and one-loop diagrams,

" = $
3

8#

M1

%H&2
m3$eff , (1.149)

where $eff is given in terms of the neutrino Yukawa matrix elements and
light neutrino masses as,

$eff =

Im
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Numerically, the asymmetry is given by [48],

" ' $2 ( 10!6

%
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1010 GeV
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0.05 eV

&
$eff . (1.151)

The chain decays # # N1 +N1 and N1 # H + !L or H† + !†L reheat the
Universe producing not only the lepton number asymmetry but also the
entropy for the thermal bath. Taking such e$ects into account, the ratio of

Fuji, Hamaguchi, Yanagida, 2002

Inflaton decay:
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having the size of the natural SUSY breaking scale
!

!m2 " O(1) TeV, a
small value for B required by the resonance condition B " !1 " O(0.1)
GeV can be obtained.

1.3.3. Non-thermal Leptogenesis

The conflict between generating su"cient leptogenesis and not overly pro-
ducing gravitinos in thermal leptogenesis arises due to strong dependence
of the reheating temperature TR on the lightest RH mass, MR1 , in thermal
leptogenesis. This problem may be avoided if the relation between the re-
heating temperature and the lightest RH neutrino mass is loosened. This is
the case if the primordial RH neutrinos are produced non-thermally. One
possible way to have non-thermal leptogenesis is to generate the primordial
right-handed neutrinos through the inflaton decay [48].

Inflation solves the horizon and flatness problem, and it accounts for the
origin of density fluctuations. Assume that the inflaton decays dominantly
into a pair of lightest RH neutrinos, # # N1 +N1. For this decay to occur,
the inflaton mass m! has to be greater than 2M1. For simplicity, let us
also assume that the decay modes into N2,3 are energetically forbidden.
The produced N1 in inflaton decay then subsequently decays into H + !L

and H† + !†L. The out-of-equilibrium condition is automatically satisfied, if
TR < M1. The CP asymmetry is generated by the interference of tree level
and one-loop diagrams,
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where $eff is given in terms of the neutrino Yukawa matrix elements and
light neutrino masses as,
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Numerically, the asymmetry is given by [48],
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The chain decays # # N1 +N1 and N1 # H + !L or H† + !†L reheat the
Universe producing not only the lepton number asymmetry but also the
entropy for the thermal bath. Taking such e$ects into account, the ratio of

> 
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having the size of the natural SUSY breaking scale
!

!m2 " O(1) TeV, a
small value for B required by the resonance condition B " !1 " O(0.1)
GeV can be obtained.

1.3.3. Non-thermal Leptogenesis

The conflict between generating su"cient leptogenesis and not overly pro-
ducing gravitinos in thermal leptogenesis arises due to strong dependence
of the reheating temperature TR on the lightest RH mass, MR1 , in thermal
leptogenesis. This problem may be avoided if the relation between the re-
heating temperature and the lightest RH neutrino mass is loosened. This is
the case if the primordial RH neutrinos are produced non-thermally. One
possible way to have non-thermal leptogenesis is to generate the primordial
right-handed neutrinos through the inflaton decay [48].

Inflation solves the horizon and flatness problem, and it accounts for the
origin of density fluctuations. Assume that the inflaton decays dominantly
into a pair of lightest RH neutrinos, # # N1 +N1. For this decay to occur,
the inflaton mass m! has to be greater than 2M1. For simplicity, let us
also assume that the decay modes into N2,3 are energetically forbidden.
The produced N1 in inflaton decay then subsequently decays into H + !L

and H† + !†L. The out-of-equilibrium condition is automatically satisfied, if
TR < M1. The CP asymmetry is generated by the interference of tree level
and one-loop diagrams,
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The chain decays # # N1 +N1 and N1 # H + !L or H† + !†L reheat the
Universe producing not only the lepton number asymmetry but also the
entropy for the thermal bath. Taking such e$ects into account, the ratio of

Boubekeur, 2002; Grossman, Kashti, Nir, Roulet, 2003; 
D’Ambrosio, Giudice, Raidal, 2003; 
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Here the final states f = (!L H), (L !H) have lepton number +1, and f

denotes their conjugate, (!L† H†), (L !H), which have lepton number "1.
After carrying out the time integration, the total CP asymmetry is [42, 43],
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%
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where the additional factor #B"F takes into account the thermal e"ects
due to the di"erence between the occupation numbers of bosons and
fermions [44].

The final result for the baryon asymmetry is [42, 43],
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where de!R in the first line is the density of the lightest sneutrino in equi-
librium in units of entropy density, and is given by, de!R = 45%(3)/(&4g#);
the factor cs, which characterizes the amount of B " L asymmetry being
converted into the baryon asymmetry YB, is defined in Eq. 1.57. The pa-
rameter $ is the e#ciency factor given in Sec. 1.2.1.2. The resonance factor
R is defined as the following ratio,

R %
4!1B

!2
1 + 4B2

, (1.148)

which gives a value equal to one when the resonance condition, !1 = 2|B|,
is satisfied, leading to maximal CP asymmetry. As !1 is of the order of
O(0.1 " 1) GeV, to satisfy the resonance condition, a small value for B &
!m is thus needed. Such a small value of B can be generated by some
dynamical relaxation mechanisms [45] in which B vanishes in the leading
order. A small value of B ' !m2/M1 is then generated by an operator#

d4'ZZ†N2
1 /M2

pl in the Kähler potential, where Z is the SUSY breaking
spurion field, Z = '2 !mMpl [43]. In a specific SO(10) model constructed
in Ref. [46, 47], it has been shown that with the parameter B$ %

(
BM1

A, B:  SUSY CP-violating phases
lose connection to neutrino oscillation

Inflaton decay:

soft SUSY breaking ⇒ mismatch between mass eigenstates and CP eigenstates 
of heavy sneutrinos ⇒ asymmetry



Dirac Leptogenesis

• Leptogenesis possible even when 
neutrinos are Dirac particles

• small Dirac mass through suppressed 
Yukawa coupling

• Characteristics of Sphaleron effects:
• only left-handed fields couple to 

sphalerons
• sphalerons change (B+L) but not    

(B-L)
• sphaleron effects in equilibrium for    

T > Tew
• If L stored in RH fermions can survive 

below EW phase transition, net lepton 
number can be generated even with L=0 
initially

Mu-Chun Chen, UC Irvine                                                       Leptogenesis                                                             Fermilab Project X Study, 06/18/201212

K. Dick, M. Lindner, M. Ratz, D. Wright, 2000; 
H. Murayama, A. Pierce, 2002
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Fig. 1.12. With su!ciently small Yukawa couplings, the left-right equilibration occurs
at a much later time, well below the electroweak phase transition temperature. It is
therefore possible to generate a non-zero baryon number even if B = L = 0 initially. For
the SM particles, as shown in the insert for comparison, the left-right equilibration takes
place completely before or during the sphaleron processes. Thus no net baryon number
can be generated if B ! L = 0 initially. Figure taken from Ref [31].

Hence the left-right equilibration can occur at a much later time, T !

Teq ! TEW , provided,

!2 !
Teq

MPl

!
TEW

MPl

. (1.119)

With MPl " 1019 GeV and TEW " 102 GeV, this condition then translates
into

! < 10!(8"9) . (1.120)

Thus for neutrino Dirac masses mD < 10 keV, which is consistent with all
experimental observations, the left-right equilibration does not occur until
the temperature of the Universe drops to much below the temperature of
the electroweak phase transition, and the lepton number stored in the right-
handed neutrinos can then survive the wash-out due to the sphalerons [31].

Once we accept this, the Dirac leptogenesis then works as follows. Sup-
pose that some processes initially produce a negative lepton number (!LL),
which is stored in the left-handed neutrinos, and a positive lepton number
(!LR), which is stored in the right-handed neutrinos. Because sphalerons
only couple to the left-handed particles, part of the negative lepton number

Diagram from Dick, Lindner, 
Ratz, Wright, 2000



Dirac Leptogenesis
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[Animation Credit: Michael Ratz]



Dirac Leptogenesis
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Dirac Leptogenesis

• for neutrinos: LH equilibration can occur at late time (                     ) because of their 
much suppressed masses (                        )

• Naturally small Dirac neutrino mass?

• Two examples:

• non-anomalous U(1) family symmetry

• gives realistic quark and lepton masses and mixing patterns

• naturally small Dirac neutrino masses due to higher dimensional operators 

• primordial asymmetry by U(1) flavor higgs decay

•  discrete R-symmetries

• satisfy all anomaly cancellation conditions a la Green-Schwarz mechanism

• automatically suppressed the mu term, thus solving the mu problem in MSSM

• automatically suppressed the Dirac neutrino masses

Mu-Chun Chen, UC Irvine                                                       Leptogenesis                                                             Fermilab Project X Study, 06/18/201215
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Fig. 1.12. With su!ciently small Yukawa couplings, the left-right equilibration occurs
at a much later time, well below the electroweak phase transition temperature. It is
therefore possible to generate a non-zero baryon number even if B = L = 0 initially. For
the SM particles, as shown in the insert for comparison, the left-right equilibration takes
place completely before or during the sphaleron processes. Thus no net baryon number
can be generated if B ! L = 0 initially. Figure taken from Ref [31].

Hence the left-right equilibration can occur at a much later time, T !

Teq ! TEW , provided,

!2 !
Teq

MPl

!
TEW

MPl

. (1.119)

With MPl " 1019 GeV and TEW " 102 GeV, this condition then translates
into

! < 10!(8"9) . (1.120)

Thus for neutrino Dirac masses mD < 10 keV, which is consistent with all
experimental observations, the left-right equilibration does not occur until
the temperature of the Universe drops to much below the temperature of
the electroweak phase transition, and the lepton number stored in the right-
handed neutrinos can then survive the wash-out due to the sphalerons [31].

Once we accept this, the Dirac leptogenesis then works as follows. Sup-
pose that some processes initially produce a negative lepton number (!LL),
which is stored in the left-handed neutrinos, and a positive lepton number
(!LR), which is stored in the right-handed neutrinos. Because sphalerons
only couple to the left-handed particles, part of the negative lepton number
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Hence the left-right equilibration can occur at a much later time, T !

Teq ! TEW , provided,
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TEW
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. (1.119)

With MPl " 1019 GeV and TEW " 102 GeV, this condition then translates
into

! < 10!(8"9) . (1.120)

Thus for neutrino Dirac masses mD < 10 keV, which is consistent with all
experimental observations, the left-right equilibration does not occur until
the temperature of the Universe drops to much below the temperature of
the electroweak phase transition, and the lepton number stored in the right-
handed neutrinos can then survive the wash-out due to the sphalerons [31].

Once we accept this, the Dirac leptogenesis then works as follows. Sup-
pose that some processes initially produce a negative lepton number (!LL),
which is stored in the left-handed neutrinos, and a positive lepton number
(!LR), which is stored in the right-handed neutrinos. Because sphalerons
only couple to the left-handed particles, part of the negative lepton number

M.-C.C., J. Huang, W. Shepherd (2011)

M.-C.C., M. Ratz, C. Staudt, P. Vaudrevange, to appear



Testing Leptogenesis?

• Sakharov Conditions:
• out-of-equilibrium 

➡  expanding Universe 
➡  smallness of neutrino masses  

• Baryon Number Violation
➡  abound in many extensions of the SM  
➡  neutrinoless double beta decay 
‣ Leptogenesis with Majorana (if observed) or Dirac (if not observed) 

neutrinos

• CP violation 
➡ Long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments
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Leptogenesis with Majorana neutrino:
heavy field decay

Dirac Leptogenesis: 
late equilibration temperature



Connection to Low Energy Observables

• Seesaw Lagrangian at high energy (in the presence of RH neutrinos)

• Low energy effective Lagrangian (after integrating out RH neutrinos)

• No model independent connection
• Statement is weakened when the so-called flavor effects are taken into account 

(relevant if leptogenesis at T < 1012 GeV) 
• BUT, in certain models, connection can be established even without the flavor 
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presence of low energy leptonic CPV
(neutrino oscillation, neutrinoless 

double beta decay)

Leptogenesis ↔ Low Energy Observables

• one flavor approximation

• no model independent connection can exist

real R, complex U: 
     non-vanishing low energy CPV (h)
     vanishing leptogenesis

presence of low energy leptonic 
CPV

(neutrino oscillation, neutrinoless 
double beta decay)

leptogenesis ≠ 0

36Mu-Chun Chen, UC Irvine                                                     LISHEP2011                                                CBPF, Rio de Janeiro, 07/05/2011

leptogenesis ≠ 0

6 mixing angles + 6 physical phases

3 mixing angles + 3 physical phases high energy → low energy:
numbers of mixing angles and 
CP phases reduced by half



Connection in Specific Models

• models for neutrino masses:
• additional symmetries
• reduce the number of parameters ⇒ connection can be established

• rank-2 mass matrix (may be realized by symmetry)
• models with 2 RH neutrinos (2 x 3 seesaw)
• sign of baryon asymmetry ↔ sign of CPV in ν oscillation

• all CP come from a single source
• models with spontaneous CP violation:

• minimal LR model: only 1 physical leptonic CP phase
• SM + vectorial quarks + singlet scalar
• SCPV in SO(10): <126>B-L complex

• SUSY SU(5) x T′ Model:
• group theoretical origin of CP violation ⇒ only low energy lepton phases ≠ 0  

Frampton, Glashow, Yanagida, 2002

M.-.C.C, Mahanthappa, 2005

Branco, Parada, Rebelo, 2003

Achiman, 2004, 2008

Kuchimanchi & Mohapatra,  2002

M.-.C.C, Mahanthappa, 2009
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Neutron-Antineutron Oscillation

• Neutrino Experiments → “archeological” evidence 
for leptogenesis

• n-nbar oscillation searches → complementarity 
test of leptogenesis (baryogenesis) mechanisms

• constrain the scale of leptogenesis 
• observation of neutron antineutron oscillation 

• new physics with ∆B = 2 at 10(5-6) GeV
• erasure of matter-antimatter generated at high 

scale, e.g. standard leptogenesis 
‣ Low scale leptogenesis scenarios preferred:

• Dirac Leptogenesis
• Resonance Leptogenesis
• .....
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[Animation Credit: Michael Ratz]



Conclusions

• origin of matter: one of the great mysteries in particle physics and cosmology
• leptogenesis: an appealing baryogenesis mechanism connected to neutrino 

physics
• various leptogenesis mechanisms:

• standard leptogenesis: gravitino problem, incompatible with SUSY
• resonance leptogenesis
• Dirac leptogenesis

• While there is no model-independent way to test leptogenesis, searches at 
neutrino experiments (leptonic CPV, neutrino-less double beta decay) can 
provide supports for/distinguish among the mechanisms

• neutron-antineutron oscillation: complementarity test
• if observed ⇒  low scale leptogenesis scenarios preferred
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